Trying to find something to keep everyone happy can be a bit of a balancing act, but luckily Liverpool’s got it covered.

**TAKE IN THE VIEW**

Start at the Wheel of Liverpool on the waterfront. You would never think that putting the whole family in a 60-metre-high pod would be the best place to start… but when you have views right across the city as well as the River Mersey, Irish Sea, Wirral and even the Welsh Mountains, you’d be a fool not to. It’s just next to the Royal Albert Dock and it’s the perfect way to point out the city’s attractions below.

freijwheels.com

**FAB FOUR FUN**

It’s only a short walk from the Liverpool Wheel to the Beatles Story. With music mad teenagers we grabbed their attention by teaching them who John Lennon was. It’s funny how teenagers in every era are inspired by The Beatles, not just those in 1964. There’s a huge collection of memorabilia, outfits, images and even the piano from ‘Imagine’. It’s an amazing way to learn more about the band whose music has defined generations.

Once you’ve delved deep into the story of the world’s biggest band, take a walk over to the Three Graces where you can snap a selfie with the Fab Four themselves.

beatlesstory.com

**FOOTBALL HEAVEN**

When you’re up on the Liverpool Wheel, one of the things you can see is Anfield. With Liverpool FC fans in the family we had to put the stadium tour on our must-see list. It’s fascinating to learn about the history of the club, to visit the museum and of course walk out onto the iconic pitch. This is probably the closest we’ll ever be to experiencing a day in the life of a Premier League Footballer so we made the most of our five minutes of fame!

stadiumtours.liverpoolfc.com/tours

**LUNCH ON THE RUN**

Finding a place for the whole family to eat can be a challenge in some cities but not in Liverpool. Our favourite spot is Rudy’s Pizza on Castle Street. It’s relaxed and friendly with amazing food and the best staff. The best thing is we can keep all the kids happy! The classic Italian desserts are a must.

rudyspizza.co.uk/liverpool

**BEACH LIFE**

For a completely different vibe, we headed to one of the most beautiful spots in Liverpool, Crosby Beach. A short train ride from the city centre you’ll find Anthony Gormley’s Iron Men, 100 cast-iron statues looking out to sea. The fun thing about these is depending on the sea level, the statues can look completely different! To be able to stand on this picturesque sandy beach, just 15 minutes from the hustle and bustle of the city centre just sums Liverpool up for us. There really is something for everyone.
1. LIVERPOOL FC STADIUM TOUR
Anfield Rd, Liverpool L4 0TH
stadiumtours.liverpoolfc.com
No trip to the city is complete without a visit to Anfield Stadium, home of Liverpool Football Club. The LFC Stadium Tour is a truly memorable experience for all, whether you’re a fan of the beautiful game, or interested in the history of the Club and the city of Liverpool itself.

2. VITALITY NETBALL WORLD CUP
M&S Bank Arena
12 - 21 July
nwc2019.co.uk
Sixteen teams from across the world will compete for Netball’s ultimate prize. The Vitality Netball World Cup 2019 is set to be an incredible event, with tickets in high demand. Secure your seat in Liverpool.

3. KNOWSLEY SAFARI
Prescot, L34 4AN
knowsleysafariexperience.co.uk
Calling all adventurers! Experience the Liverpool’s wildest day out with a trip to family-favourite, Knowsley Safari. Kick off your day with a tour of the 550 acre Safari Drive and get acquainted with over 700 wild animals, from baboons to camels, wildebeest to rhinos, all from the comfort of your own car.

4. CBBC SUMMER SOCIAL
Croxeth Hall & Country Park
3 - 4 August
bbc.co.uk
A whole host of CBBC and CBeebies presenters will take to the main stage to host non-stop fun for all the family across both days. Presenters include Sam Nixon, Yasmin Evans, Jonny Nelson, Hacker T Dog, Ka-rim Zeroual, Ferne and Rory, Ben Cajee, Maddie Moate and Dodge.
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